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The balls – not quite the same

65 – 67 cm66 – 68 cm

0.175 – 0.225 kg² 0.300 – 0.325 kg2

Circumference

Inside pressure
Weight 260 – 280 g

Both balls are made 
of a synthetic leather 
case with a rubber-like 
bladder inside.

Beach Volleyball Volleyball

Beach Volleyball
2 players per team
no substitutes
coaching not allowed
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The courts – two worlds

Synthetic or wooden playing 
surface on cushioned floor system

Beach Volleyball Volleyball

40 cm  of sand = 
100 tons (4 trucks) per court

4 x

Weight [g]

Both disciplines

Height of net
2 referees
2 line judges

Side area min. 5m 
(from field of play to the players’ bench)

 (up to 4)
2 scorers 

2,43 m        2,24 m

Explore the different set-ups of beach volleyball 
and volleyball. It‘s not only the sand… 

Two of a kind

Volleyball
Up to 12 players (6 on court,
6 substitutes incl. up to two 
liberos)
3 technical staff 
2 medical staff

KEY RULES OF THE GAME
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A match win = 3 sets
25 points are available per set 
(15 in 5th set)
Minimum lead of 2 points needed
Maximum of 2 time outs 
allowed per set

Scoring system 0.300 – 0.325 kg2Inside pressure
260 – 280 g Weight
65 – 67 cmCircumference

  

The ball is made of a leather 
or vulcanised synthetic case 
with a rubber-like bladder 
inside.

Ball

Height of net:   
    2,43 m      2,24 m
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Save the ball from touching your court and return it forcing
a fault by your opponent – all with three hits maximum.

An overview of volleyball

The area where blocks and the majority 
of attacking spikes take place.

Front row

Whenever a team has gained the right to serve, 
its players rotate one position clock-wise. 
As soon as the ball is in play, all players can 
freely choose their positions on the court.

Rotation

Up to 12 players per team 
(6 on court, 6 substitutes 
incl. up to 2 liberos)
- 3 technical staff
(coach/assistant coach/trainer)
- 2 medical staff
(doctor/physiotherapist)

Officials
- 2 referees
- 4 line judges

Set-up

KEY RULES OF THE GAME
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Also known as a receiver/attacker. 
He/she can receive the opponent’s
serve but is also an attacking 
force principally at the sides of 

the net, either from the front zone (2) or the 
back zone (5). There are two on the court in 
each team.

The wing spiker (2/5)

A blocking specialist in the middle 
of the front row, the middle blocker 
can also be used on attack, usually 
at the middle of the net either to 
execute a quick attack or lure the

opposition defence. The middle blocker is 
usually replaced by the libero when rotating 
to the back row.

The middle blocker (3)

Positioned diagonally opposite 
the setter, the opposite is the 
team’s main attacking player, 
seen as a regular contributor of 
points, especially at key moments
of a match. 

The opposite (4)

The attack zone where the 
attacking play is most often 
executed. It is also the zone 
where the block is performed
when a team is defending.

The front row
Defence zone. A 
back-row player may
attempt an attack 
only if he/she 
jumps from behind 
the attack-line.

The back row

The playmaker of the team. 
He/she coordinates the offence 
and sets the ball to the attacker. 
The setter is usually respon- 
sible for the second touch.

The setter (1)

Defensive specialist for re-
ceiving a serve or attack. 
He/she can replace any back-
row player and can only play

in the back-row positions. He/she cannot 
serve and wears a different colour shirt 
to his/her team.

The libero (6)

Whenever a team has gained the right to serve, its players 
rotate one position clock-wise. As soon as the ball is in play, all 
players can freely choose their positions on the court. A team 
usually starts a set with a specialist player in each position.

Rotation

Volleyball is a physically challenging, strategic team 
sport that suits both specialist players and all-rounders.

It's all about positional play
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KEY RULES OF THE GAME
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Weight [g]

The setter's fingers come into contact with 
the ball and his/her arms extend quickly to 
the ball.

Action.

The setter moves towards the ball, stops, 
squares his/her body with knees slightly bent 
and raises their hands above their forehead.

Preparing the set. 

The setting action 

Weight [g]

A successful spike is preceded by an accurate set. A good 
setter is precise, fast, flexible, creative and intelligent. 
A high quality 'set' will help an attacker hit the ball into 
the opposing team's court grounding it to win a point.

The role of the setter

The ball is caught and thrown 
rather than set.

The setter's hands don't touch 
the ball simultaneously, which 
is known as a 'double touch'.

Common faults made 
by a setter

Tape is sometimes used to 
protect joints from injury.

The setter only uses his/her fingers to 
touch the ball, never his/her palms.The setter's 

thumbs are 
positioned near 
the bottom of 
the ball.

The setter's hands 
cup around the ball.

Hands are raised above 
the setter's forehead.

Technique is essential: a good setter handles the
ball with accuracy and is agile on his/her feet.

The setter is the playmaker 
of the team

KEY RULES OF THE GAME
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The libero has a special set of rules

The libero can replace any back- 
row player but only when the ball 
is out of play.

The libero may only perform as a 
back-row player, therefore cannot 
serve, block or hit the ball when it 
is higher than the top of the net.

The libero’s main responsibilities are to receive 
service and defend opposition attacks in a controlled 
manner in order to enable subsequent attacking 
options for his/her own team.

More territory
The libero is responsible for a 
much greater part of the  
court than his/her teammates.

The libero helps keep the rally alive

Obviously different
The libero wears a different colour shirt in 
order to stand out. Though performing as a 
leader, the libero cannot be team captain.

Libero

Front-row

“Bump”: a controlled 
pass between players.

“Dive”: enables a player to get low to 
the ground to pull off a great dig or save.

“Shoulder roll”: a last resort in 
defence in order to dig the ball, more 
common in the women’s game.

The libero is a skilled defensive player who is fast and 
is usually first to the ball.

The Libero is a key defender
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